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This presentation is one of a series published in open access format by members of the joint academic research team from Keele and
Staffordshire Universities as part of a broader research project - Developing an Action/Work-based learning system for improved
knowledge exchange, development and implementations through partnership working (Project code J11).

This research was made possible thanks to financial support from the Police Knowledge Fund, provided by The Home Office, The College
of Policing and the Higher Education Council for England (HEFCE).
This series of discussion and policy documents and presentation slides is intended to inform and stimulate discussion and debate within
the partner organisations involved in this specific research project, but also to contribute to a wider conversation involving academic
and police related colleagues. The views expressed in these documents are those of the individual authors and should not be regarded
as representative of the views or official policies of any of the Police or related agencies that have collaborated in our research.
These documents regularly draw on research and evaluation of procedures and practices in a range of Police Forces, Offices of Police
and Crime Commissioners and related partner agencies. While the project that has stimulated these documents was initially formulated
in partnership with particular Police and related agencies and organisations, it should not be assumed or inferred that the discussion
contained in these documents specifically relates to these partners, their policies or practices.
These documents are intended to be accessible to non-academic readers, and to provide an overview of a range of ideas, concepts and
outputs from our research. We want these documents to stimulate debate and develop further knowledge exchange and production
with a wider range of potential partners. If you have any comments or questions or would like to discuss the ideas in this document
further, please feel free to contact the project lead cited on the title page.

Context of this Presentation - Policing and Mental Health: Liaison and Diversion
This presentation outlines preliminary findings and issues (October 2016) from one strand of a PKF funded research project being
completed by staff at Keele and Staffordshire Universities. This particular project initially developed from work already conducted by our
partners Police and OPCC in response to the growing number of people with a mental disorder that came into contact with police each
year. This number will include not only offenders but also victims of crime and those who simply require help or medical care. To support
policing, and following recommendations made by The Bradley Report, multi-agency initiatives include street triage, liaison and diversion
in custody and courts to allow for individuals to be appropriately redirected away from the criminal justice system. Across the Force area
partnerships have formed to support this multiagency response and this has produced notable reductions in the number of individuals
that the police have had to deal with.
This project is intended to augment this work, to support knowledge and skills acquisition at all levels of policing to develop confident
and empowered staffing solutions. In this ‘Test Bed’ specialist academic staff initially worked with a sample of police officers and mental
health specialists working within this area to identify issues, obstacles and concerns relating to Policing and mental health. This has been
delivered through a series of Knowledge Exchange Groups (KEGs) with staff working at various levels. One-to-one interviews and small
group activities have also been conducted with key personnel to identify issues that might not be raised in the KEGs.

Our approach.
As a first step for this project, members of the team carried out a ‘snapshot’ exercise to capture the situation at the commencement of
the project. This included a series of interviews with key gatekeepers, a review of existing protocols relating to how Staffordshire police
approach incidents involving persons with mental ill health, a review of recent scrutiny of mental health and policing issues in the Force
area and a thematic review of the academic literature.

This exercise identified a number of potential areas for exploration in the KEGs including:
1. How do police officers traditionally approach and manage incidents where people exhibit signs of being in a mental health crisis? And/or
present as being violent, aggressive or suicidal?
2. To what extent, if any, are traditional methods of policing used to manage incidents of mental health? i.e. force?
3. What explanations are there for an officer’s decision to use force? And/or other techniques?
4. How does an individual’s (police officer’s) perceptions of ‘dangerousness’ impact on decision making and subsequently methods used to
manage incidents where mental ill health might be an issue?
5. To what extent, if any, does alcohol affect the methods used by police to manage incidents of mental health?
6. What is the role of mental health nurses in managing incidents where a person may have a mental ill health issue?
7. What forms of communication are used with people in crisis?
8. What prior knowledge do police officers have before they are dispatched? Is this adequate, compared with, for example, a mental health
worker?
9. To what extent does knowledge of previous encounters impact on future approaches used?
10. Roles and responsibilities of police officers in terms of social welfare and law enforcement?
Over the life of this project a series of KEGs have taken place including a range of key staff such as:
•
Control room staff
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frontline police officers
Manager of access/crisis
Police mental health lead.
Mental health helpline representatives
Triage/liaison/diversion staff
Mental health commissioner for the Force area.

Consistent with a KEG framework operational police were asked to identify problems/issues pertinent to them that related to their dealings
and management of people experiencing a mental health crisis. Each police officer took it in turns to present their problems while other
members of the group were asked to listen, ask questions and provide possible solutions.

Police approaches and management of situations
involving persons with mental ill health
Dr Samantha Weston
Keele University

Background
“frontline workers often come into contact with
persons with mental illnesses and must respond
to their needs with whatever tools lie at hand”
(Wood, et al. 2011:6 emphasis added).
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Background and aims:
Despite being identified as a key aspect of police work (Gotfredson, et al. 2011) mental health is an area that has been neglected
in police training. As reflected in the Adebowale review (2013), the police struggle to respond appropriately on an individual level
to those with acute mental disorder and often find it difficult to access support from mental health services. Similarly, in the US,
Wood et al (2011:6) show that the police have become “frontline workers who often come into contact with persons with mental
illnesses and must respond to their needs with whatever tools lie at hand” (emphasis added).
This context means that police officers need some core skills to carry out their role and to ensure that vulnerable people receive
appropriate care. The project reported here aimed to involve officers, and other related personnel, directly in devising training
and knowledge related to mental health, as an alternative to imposing externally generated innovation.

Training methodology
Knowledge Exchange Groups (KEGs)
One to one consultation exercises

Issues and challenges faced by police officers

Notes for Previous Slide

Knowledge exchange group (KEG): Encourage and facilitate the emergence, development and sharing of ‘bottom-up’ knowledge
and innovation. It is intended to identify and overcome obstacles to police receptiveness to innovation, to encourage a sense of
‘ownership’ of innovation and change among staff and to help overcome elements of cynicism and ‘push-back’ in the responses of
operational staff to innovations perceived to have been imposed from above.

Action research cycle
Constructing
Evaluating
action

Planning
action
Taking
action

An action research cycle is a rigorous approach to improving our practice and
becoming more effective.

Challenges identified by police officers
• Calls from inpatient facilities relating to missing persons and assault
• Volume of calls from people with low severity mental health
• Section 136
• Inconsistency in engagement with partnership meetings as in
MARAC

Notes for Previous Slide
KEG 1 consisted of a range of professionals including police officers, mental health staff, commissioners of services. Police officers were asked
to identify an issue or challenge faced by them relating to mental health.
A number of challenges were identified but many centered around their roles and responsibilities in relation to calls received from inpatient
facilities. For example, police officers are often called if there is a patient on patient or patient on staff assault (reporting of a crime) or if a
patient absconds. Police officers are then expected to respond through crime investigation or missing person searches. The difficulties
identified associated with this type of work was the capacity of patients in question (if there is no capacity there is little point in reporting the
crime) and risk posed by missing individuals (if the individual poses no risk then should police officers be called?). A general feeling among
police officers that this was wasting police time.
Other challenges faced by police officers was the volume of calls received by people with low severity mental health (not so much people in
crisis but people who might be potentially vulnerable without appropriate support put in place) and their potential overuse of S136 and the
implications of this (if a section 136 is issued the police officer must then wait with the individual until a suitable placement (bed) is found and
the patient can be assessed) although since the implementation of triage cars (mobile mental health crisis intervention teams) concerns about
this aren’t as pronounced as they once were.
Inconsistency in engagement with partnership MARAC??? meetings: “Engagement is personality lead at the moment, so depending on who
you have got depends on the success of the meetings”, there is a business consultant looking at this but this is on-going. There are
conversations being held with leads of service to see if the have capacity to attend these meetings. We had a review done by safe lives and
attendance at MARAC was raised as an issue with regards to the inconsistency of attendance from social care and mental health
professionals, following this mental health attendance did improve, but not demand has increased this is reducing, at present it is not
mandatory to attend; it’s one of those things we do because it is the right thing to do. There is an ongoing review of the MARAC through
another KEG based project within this Police Knowledge Fund Programme.

WIDER ISSUES EFFECTING
POLICE WORK
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The one-to-one consultation exercises (semi-structured) interviews then gave us an opportunity to explore the issues raised at
the KEG in more depth, which raised a number of wider issues effecting police work and potentially impacting on the challenges
identified during the KEG:

Austerity
“because the public sector is being
tightened, where someone might fit
the criteria for more support a year or
two years ago they don’t fit that
criteria now so they are not getting
the support they need, and if they’ve
not got family around them then that
person can become quite isolated”.
(Police)

“I would say there are issues. Resources
with out any question... when you think
how many acute inpatient beds we
used to have and how many we have
got now... so we have got more people
being supported within the
community... people don't disappear,
what we do is move it into somewhere
else and I think that's what we are
seeing. I’m sure the police will say that
they what they deal with now is more
health and social welfare than crime”
(Mental health)
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“because the public sector is being tightened, where someone might fit the criteria for more support a year or two years ago they
don’t fit that criteria now so they are not getting the support they need, and if they’ve not got family around them then that
person can become quite isolated”. (Police personnel)
“I would say there are issues. Resources with out any question... when you think how many acute inpatient beds we used to have
and how many we have got now... so we have got more people being supported within the community... people don't disappear,
what we do is move it into somewhere else and I think that's what we are seeing. I’m sure the police will that they what they deal
with now is more health and social welfare than crime” (Mental health practitioner)

Many of the police officers interviews expressed humanitarian concerns for the people who need help. Systems are described as
unable to cope, where procedures and scenarios are merely wallpaper: meetings and referrals do not succeed because the people
involved are forever being pulled in other directions. Although resources aren’t always referred to the narratives of officers
relentlessly move to the inevitably conclusion that the services are suffering from dire under-funding and that the personnel are
trying to cope but believe they are failing.
Last quote links to point made on following slide.

Adequacy of referral pathways

“I think it depends on the time of day or night or what day it is in terms of what happens. I
don't think the pathways are very clear for relatives who are trying to get people help so
people normally access our services at a point of crisis, and that would be A&E or being picked
up by the police” (Mental health practitioner)
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Adequacy of referral pathways. Reality is that people will often try to access service when they’re at a point of crisis – through
A&E or police
“I think it depends on the time of day or night or what day it is in terms of what happens. I don't think the pathways are very clear
for relatives who are trying to get people help so people normally access our services at a point of crisis, and that would be A&E or
being picked up by the police” (Mental health practitioner)

Role of the police as mental health
interventionists
‘This isn’t just a case of taking someone to the hospital’

• Assessing risk and decision making
• Safeguarding and welfare
• Supporting hospital staff

Notes for Previous Slide
Displacement of community mental health care
Police officers are increasingly expected to assess risk and then make decisions based upon that assessment (decisions that they will then be held accountable for)
“you try and interact with the subject don't you? name a lead you, ' oh I'm under the care of so and so at the moment or I have...' ' talk us through why you're feeling like this. it might be that there
been on the phone to us saying that I need some help or they might have been on to crisis or CMHT, saying I'm struggling at the moment, I can't the moment I'm going to take a an overdose. we get a
phone call we turn up. so we've got a little bit of background and they're quite happy to open the door to us and within thinking have you taken anything, do I need to think about an ambulance? if I
can get you an ambulance then maybe I can get you referred up there. that's one avenue but if they are like no, no I haven't taken anything then you've got a situation in the property, which way do
you go on that? and sometimes it can take hours...”
Safeguarding and welfare:
“we obviously have people who ring off on a daily basis, who suffer very low level mental health issues. the control room if they are able to might have a little chat with them on the phone and that's it
they will go on their way again. I have got a couple on myself I go and try to see them a couple of times a week”.
“there is this particular person who comes in, has been one of our highest callers or has been in the past, and I think we have not helped ourselves in the past, because some of the agencies that were
dealing with him not the ones that are dealing with him now, did let him down getting rehoused with getting him appropriate accommodation. we have had to step in a little bit, some of our PCSOs
have gone in and help him clean his flat, they have helped him with some bills they have done things like that and the lady that has taken over from learning services and we have had this conversation,
because he is ringing us repeatedly, 3 or 4 times a week and at one point they were officers going out to him we were obviously looking at wasting police time getting him that stop. before we take any
action we had a bit of a chat about it and she said to be fair I do not think that will work because he will call you anyway and you have created this situation yourself buy the PCSO going in and doing
things they shouldn't have done, he is now confused about who to ring, so he knows that if he rings the police someone will go and do it, someone will go and speak to him and tell him what he needs
to do. she said you need to stop that. how we concluded that was we have stopped all contact with him now other than myself, so the PCSO don't go the other police officers who were covering the
nearby area do not go the incidents are marked up on the control room so when it comes through that he has got mental health issues it is myself that goes to see him and then I update the incident of
the last incident to when I am going to see him next, so they will say " OK Gary but Barry is coming out to see you Tuesday next you can wait till then"... and that has actually reduced his calls quite
dramatically. we still get the occasional one or two but that has probably reduced it by 60 or 70%. just by doing that and we did do a written contract. and I've done him a flowchart as well“ (Police)
“I've only got that one I've got another that Rings up when she's drunk she has got mental health she's been tied up with mental health for quite a few years she only ever drinks when her daughter is
out of the house. her daughter is now sixteen or seventeen. sometimes she stops at friends are at her nan's and those are the nights when she will have a drink and ring us and that is just abuse down
the phone about God and the police god and the police working together to burn the house down it's all going back to an incident that took place years ago and again we've had various mental health
external charity agencies meet with her 1 chat did a brilliant job 2 years and then they lost funding and he had to go somewhere else to get a job. so he lost that contact with her lost a lot of it there.
across the Force I imagine that...” (Police)

Supporting hospital staff:
“one of the issues we have with the hospital is staffing levels they are constantly on low level staffing and as soon as you get your 1 on 1 or 2 on 1 Commitments that obviously strips the ward by half. I
then struggle to contain these people how can you cope when there's two or three of you and the training they get it is quite low as to restraint and there is no where secure them to put anyone”.

Accountability
“Quite often we get a phone call, so and so's gone
missing from a ward, and straightaway the word
missing is used which activates all sorts of stuff to do
trying to find somebody, and it isn't always as big a
drama as it could be”. (Police)
“the problem is, under ethical recording if
someone report an assault to us we have to
ethically to investigate that. We will never say
not to report something but a lot of the time it
was a very minor incident they were just letting
us know because it was a tick in the box for
them to let us know. However on our side it
creates a crime report and obviously an officer
will have to be assigned to it. (Police)”

“
they know certain things to say to us. they start
saying I feel really low at the moment and I'm, I
will probably do this if you do go…
unfortunately as much as you are thinking I'll
call your bluff, it then becomes a distinct
possibility that they will take a load of tablets.
you can see it from the police officers point of
view can't you? I mean you have to say hang
on I'll either sit here for 4 hours watching TV
with a drunk bloke or I will go. if he dies I will
lose my house, my job, my pension, any
prospect for the future” (Police)
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Accountability:
In relation to missing persons report [read quote] – in some cases patients are given leave and if they haven’t returned at a certain time they will immediately
call the police
“Quite often we get a phone call, so and so's gone missing from a ward, and straightaway the word missing is used which activates all sorts of stuff to do trying to
find somebody, and it isn't always as big a drama as it could be. there are occasions where an individual who's got maybe complex issues and behavioural risks that
we need to find this person as soon as, then yes then that's always going to be flagged up as a missing person. But there are others that yeah ok you've let them
out on a section 17 leave at 3 o'clock and it's now 3:30. are we really going to class them as missing, because if they were alright to go out at 2:30 what's the
problem at 3:30? “
Assault
“the problem is, under ethical recording if someone report an assault to us we have to ethically to investigate that. We will never say not to report something but a
lot of the time it was a patient on patient ,a very minor incident they were just letting us know because it was a tick in the box for them to let us know. However on
our side it creates a crime report and obviously an officer will have to be assigned to it. they would have to be initially enquiries which could potentially take
weeks getting the right people together. We would then have an undetected assault which effects our figures (Inspector)”
Fear of disciplinary – negotiating cuts in other health and social care resources
“just by the nature of fact that you're not here most of the time you're not going to deal with it and then when you Doodle that you're faced with this
massive problem of all these legislations and all rules and you think what and they change and they get changed on a regular basis and you think and then when U
comes to detaining someone you think if I get this wrong I could be sued I could face a disciplinary matter... it really is one of them you know what I'd rather go and
lock somebody up for shoplifting because it's a lot easier, you're in your comfort zone then I know what I'm doing and I'm happy with that. I don't really like putting
hands on someone in the house because they are under a section X Y or Z and I got to do A B and C with them something I've never done before and I'm not really
100% sure what I am doing ”
“they know certain things to say to us. they start saying I feel really low at the moment and I'm, I will probably do this if you do go… unfortunately as much as you
are thinking I'll call your bluff, it then becomes a distinct possibility that they will take a load of tablets. you can see it from the police officers point of view can't you?
I mean you have to say hang on I'll either sit here for 4 hours watching TV with a drunk bloke or I will go. if he dies I will lose my house, my job, my pension, any
prospect for the future”

RISKS
(NOTE: What does all of this tell us… and what are the risks?)

Over-reliance on
‘individualised knowledge’
Staff turnover
“the problem that we have on both sides
ourselves included we have such a high
turnover of staff at the
associated coal face and in our control
room . We're trying to get our control
room to be part of some of the
meetings because some of the
decisions that we make at a strategic
level will occasionally get lost in
translation when it hits the boards itself ,
which makes it even more difficult when
agency staff are being used” (Police).

Relationships built on trust
“well I think the relationship is very good. I think
there is scope to improve it. it's very good in the
sense that we have got our local liaison officer
and there's a PCSO as well, we have a monthly
liaison meeting but there is a much more
informal relationship as well where [local liaison
officer] contacts me I contact him, he'll pop down
if he can, we can have a conversation on the
phone I can leave him a voicemail if he's not on
shift and he's very often a source of information
for me.”. (Mental health)
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Staff turnover (police and mental health)
“the problem that we have on both sides ourselves included we have such a high turnover of staff at the associated coal face and in our control room . We're trying to
get our control room to be part of some of the meetings because some of the decisions that we make at a strategic level will occasionally get lost in translation when it
hits the boards itself , which makes it even more difficult when agency staff are being used.
Importance of established working relationships:
“well I think the relationship is very good. I think there is scope to improve it. it's very good in the sense that we have got our local liaison officer and there's a PCSO as
well, we have a monthly liaison meeting but there is a much more informal relationship as well where [local liaison officer] contacts me I contact him, he'll pop down if
he can, we can have a conversation on the phone I can leave him a voicemail if he's not on shift and he's very often a source of information for me.”.
“it's about relationships. the mash doesn't work because we have got this electronic system or it doesn't work because you know we sort of put it under One Roof well
that has Aided but it works because there are no relationships sometimes I do wonder whether the change particularly to the isl isn't actually breaking down those
relationships because we do not actually have to talk to each other anymore because it cannot be done electronically and if that happened in the vulnerability hubs
then you know that would be tragic, and it is about those relationships so if you have got a cpn who has got a relationship with the local policing team then we know
that we can ok what you doing then, it is absolutely “
Trust:
“before things would just Fester, and you had a problem that almost became endemic and no one would 'Oh, it's [the hospital] again! it's the police again, oh they've
done this again don't they know this, don't they know that?' it just goes on and on and on its never resolved it's never brought to anyone's attention it just starts to
become a moaning tool almost. We highlighted that that's not healthy from all sides and there’s a need to get into a discussion and thrashing it out, where as before it
was going unresolved. A problem that was never resolved is talked over usually in a matter of a day. It's been flagged up and the next day we're talking about it we
resolving it we're understanding it and sometimes we can start off ‘ that was rubbish this that and the other' and at the end of it it's 'alright well maybe would probably
didn't do that right' and it works both ways. Nobody slams the door in my face and I don't get told to clear off it's pretty much 'Oh, hi, come in' and chat and everybody
wants to talk and everybody wants to run something by you and you can either put them straight and they will accept it, because they trust you. They don't trust me
just because of who I am or because of what I'm wearing they trust me because they know the individual that's telling them...”
What happens when these people move on????

Communicating message to
frontline staff
“and the thing is we can have a very good relationship with
our level and then it can be I wouldn't say shattered but it
can be weakened by a third party which is out of control
room which is the middle party getting involved in it. we
can normally resolve most things can't we, afterwards? but
if we can get to the point where we don't have to resolve
things... it makes it a lot easier” (Police)
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Getting messages across to frontline staff (training issue?)
“and the thing is we can have a very good relationship with our level and then it can be I wouldn't say shattered but it can be weakened by
a third party which is out of control room which is the middle party getting involved in it. we can normally resolve most things can't
we, afterwards? but if we can get to the point where we don't have to resolve things... it makes it a lot easier”

Individual
Institutional
Knowledge?

Notes for Previous Slide

Sample Exercise in KEG:

Task 1:
Brainstorm some of the ways we might shift knowledge created on an individual basis to knowledge that is accessible by the institution as
a whole?
Big sheets of white paper

Solutions: Resources
• Are the problems identified always about lack of resources?
• How is this inevitability to be negotiated?
“you don't need big money to make little changes that make a big
differences” (Service user)

• Do you need more resources and how might this be
achieved?
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Some of the solutions already posed at the KEG 1 and being implemented:

For the challenges encountered with inpatient facilities these included the development of protocols to identify to mental health staff
when it is appropriate to call the police, regular joint meetings
For the challenges encountered in the community further use of the street triage car and crisis intervention teams was deemed to be
appropriate.

Solutions: Supporting roles
• Crisis team and street triage
– Are the referral pathways clear?
– Dissemination of knowledge

• Emergency services (ambulance)
• What other agencies/services are available for
support?
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Role of the crisis team:
Some very positive comments about the crisis team, but is this being used consistently? Are there barriers to its use? Why are the police
taking on the role of mental health interventionists rather than using this service? Not clear from the data we’ve collected so far:
“if they go to an incident and they feel that someone's got, that the root cause is that someone has got some mental health issues, say
antisocial behaviour incident or something like that where someone is being tested or harassed by people in the area, and they are
struggling to cope and it's spelt the way they are presenting is concerning then they should contact the crisis team. or if someone says that
they want to Harm themselves when they go out to an incident at home then they should be contacting the crisis team and they will speak
to them on the phone and find out what's happening and decide what needs to happen. which is an away very helpful for the police officer
because they have got no knowledge as none of us have in relation to that, so they are not sure whether that person is safe to leave and if
they have not got a relative or friend that they can be in the company often the police find it very difficult they don't know if they can leave
that individual because they don't know what the risks are so it can't I an officer up for a significant amount of time, so the crisis team is in
a way a support for that, and they are 24 hours so they would be able to say actually they are fine because we have spoken to them and we
understand so you can withdraw from that job now, and this is what we're going to do, and they are going to see the doctor tomorrow or
we are going to see them or actually we are turning out now and we are going to work with them. so that makes a big difference really”.

Solutions: Back to basics
Bradley report – “this gave us a lot of momentum”

I think one of the things we have to do in that actually is go back and stay
with Bradley because Bradley gave us a lot of momentum, gains, support,
from the government
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Is this a way to secure further resources? Illustrating that aspects of Bradley suggested aren’t being achieved?
Data from interview: I think one of the things we have to do in that actually is go back and stay with Bradley because Bradley gave us a lot
of momentum, gains, support, from the government and re emphasised by the Coalition after that so that's how old it is, but I think we
need to go back and say how are we doing with Bradley, I still believe that that is where all the focus should be, so I should be almost a
Bible, to say that this is what we said we were going to do, are we getting to it?
Information from Second interview; I then went into working in intelligence, then came back to young offenders and I was seconded out by
the local police to the local authority to implement the family intervention project which was part of Louise casey's respect agenda at the
time the government strategy around it

Solutions: Training
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Currently ‘on the job’ (is this sufficient?)
Multi-agency
Role of service users
Don’t necessarily need to learn how to spot someone in crisis BUT do need to
know what to do with them (inappropriate referrals – falling through the net of
care low severity mental health. This is where crisis team referral is appropriate
but are these referral pathways clear)
Knowing who to contact and managing expectations
Type of training and mode of delivery?
Who and when to train? New recruits.
Challenges
– Resources
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Training:
Currently ‘on the job’ (is this sufficient? Link back to lack of institutional knowledge – only individualised knowledge):
“ultimately anything that we learn mental health wise in this job is learnt on the job with no structure no information. That's fine because if the person you're picking it up from has got it right then
brilliant but where are they getting it from? a lot of its legacies from when they were treated by their tutor constable maybe 20 years ago and they've been doing it the same way, but that might have
been before the Mental Health Act so actually there's things that they have learnt, ways of dealing with it or even illegal ways of doing it because they just don't know
Effectiveness of multi-agency training:
“it's quite nice when it's multi agency because everybody has their perspective from their organisation and we also have the safeguarding boards do multi agency training Staffordshire Stoke-on-Trent
and they send out what courses are available and I have just done my sort of reviews with my teams, it's a matter in this Force (???) I don't know if you have had that mentioned to you but it's a sort of
annual reviews that they do and I have tried to get them to Tailer in 203 courses from the multi agency training that is something that they feel they would benefit from gaining more about, so they will
try and schedule in that training with the multi agency”
Role of service users and examples:
“it's that personal experience that is missing from the training courses, there is just a PowerPoint thing that they go through about capacities... they have no scenarios, they had no this happened, this is
what the police did, and this is was the result. no sort of Horror you know some things have ended badly. can we not share some of these experiences that people have had where they have had
arguments with police just to give a little bit of awareness around, to cement training because training is yes you do need to know this stuff but personal experience and personal knowledge is a lot
better because we're not dealing with criminals we're not dealing with people who have that constant engagement with police and know how to respond and deal with police, we're talking about
people who have had no contact possibly for 50 years of life and all of a sudden you've got somebody in body armour taser coming at you”.
“one thing I looked at following your course was the training and whether we have any external input and that is no. Those new officers coming in have got no experience of dealing with mental health
whatsoever. they have had the training but they've got no ... we must have videos of people in a mental health crisis from city centre CCTV cameras but we did not show any of them. A new officer
wouldn’t know the difference between someone who is off their face on drugs, drink, legal highs, or anything legal or having a mental health crisis they would not know...they wouldn't know the
difference. I know you can't say ... different scenarios would be affected by several of those things, but just to give them some sort of idea so that this is how it has been responded to and on this
occasion these police officers did this, and what the outcome was as well”.
Don’t necessarily need to learn how to spot someone in crisis BUT do need to know what to do with them:
“I don't think the police have a great knowledge of mental illness. I'm not sure that it's something they require if they have got that resource with them. you know I wouldn't tell a police officer how to
do his job, in the same way that I think that looking after someone who is mentally unwell is a nurse's role” (mental health)

Notes for Previous Slide (Continued)
“for mental health 135 and 136 training, having looked at it, it was almost aimed at teaching you how to suck eggs, you know recognising someone in the street that doesn't look
very well. do I really need that? come on, I got this job for a reason not because we decided to walk in off the streets to the police station one day and said give us a job.
we've got something about us we've gone through a selection process, you think I really need 20 minutes looking at some pictures of somebody that doesn't look very well
because that should be second nature you shouldn't be teaching that you should know it almost. I want to know what things I can do, what I need to do with them and who is
going to help me and fundamentally what powers I've got . Once I have got all of those things in place no problem at all . What causes that hesitation is when they don't know
whether or not they should or could be doing something”.
“my biggest challenge will be who do I pass it to next if it's not an emergency who do I pass it to and how long are they going to be I would say that's probably it for both myself and the response officers because we are an emergency
service and we are there to prevent injury to them and anyone else and once you've got that under control we are the experts we can talk to someone we can put some referrals in but really we need to make sure that that person is safe
and get that help they need”.
“what do they need? they need access to people who know what they are talking about really that's what they need, whether or not that could be done differently whether or not they actually need a registered nurse you know we've got
lots of Healthcare support workers who work with us who can have you know those initial contacts with people and take advice, so perhaps the triage model probably I would suggest need expanding. it needs to be available 24 hours a
day 7 days a week and realistically accessible. actually if a police officer need support that is there to support him because otherwise we are asking police officers to be .... mental health nurses” (mental health)
Knowing who to contact and managing expectations:
“it's knowing who to contact. it's about having an understanding you know of what is mental illness what would you do to sign post to the most appropriate service? you know if you've got somebody who is actually you know psychotic or
whatever you know the Mental Health Act is absolutely going to be the most appropriate use of that but actually you know if there is a domestic abuse incidents where there is alcohol involved where she's saying he's got bipolar and I'm
going to kill myself, knowing who to contact is a local issue but understanding of mental health mental health services, if we come back to expectations you know police do think that we will go out to situations that would not meet and
threshold at all, so the expectation, that could be done on the national level because that is just about basic knowledge and awareness of mental illness and the roles and responsibilities of different services” (mental health)
Inappropriate referrals:
“I think the main issue I have and has always been is about inappropriate referrals and expectations, it's about an understanding you know of what is expected from different agencies and that is, sometimes I'll expect the police to do
something that the police are not able to do, and I think the police expect us to respond to things that are actually the same - we have got no Duty to respond to and these are people who wouldn't meet our criteria. I think when we deal
with severe mental illness I think it works, because we have got very clear responsibilities. I think the confusing bit is about the low level depression and anxiety, things like that when people are in a moment of crisis they don't actually
require any specific mental health service they are just having a crisis. It's really about people who are struggling with social situations which no agency has really got any Duty or responsibility to be able to respond to and it's about how
those sort of impact, but you know loads of stuff poverty drugs alcohol all of those sort of things and sometimes you know the police will be sending these concerns into us saying will you respond to this and it will be no actually we
won't we won't be responding to it” (mental health)
Delivery:
“I don't think it's right to say here are some books, go away and read that because it needs to be followed up if you're going to learn you want to be able to understand it to be able to ask those questions to people, and how do you then
feed that back? because if you've got it wrong just by reading it who are you going to ask until you put it into place”
Police officers talk of the need to be part of something that cements their training – using, for example, real life examples
Challenges (resources):
“the days of going off on a 2 or 3 day course you can't stand the losses of the staff because the numbers that we put out on a day-to-day basis aren’t numbers that a made up, they’re that way because they are reflective of the demand of
what happens on a day-to-day basis. It's quite finite in how many people you can suddenly write off and send off on a course. To make the classroom worthwhile having a trainee input you probably need from 6 to 10 people from a police
point of view. that basically 1 per lpt throughout the force who's gone on that training that day. well that one person doesn't sound a lot but that one person could be the person who was dealing with the two person hand over which
might have taken all day in custody. well somebody else is going to have to do that so not only have you lost the person who went into custody to deal with that you also lost person on a course. And those 8 people have suddenly
dropped to 6 the wheel comes off and it gets really busy with an accident and you are left with the bare bones or less than the bare bones so it is having an impact on our ability to learn”

Task groups
1. How to make more effective use of the
resources available?
a) Making further use of supporting roles?
b) Securing more resources?

2. How might training be improved?

